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The study of custom can be profitable only after certain
preliminary propositions have been accepted, and some of
these propositions have been violently opposed. In the
first place any scientific study requires that there be no

—s
preferential weighting of one or another of the items in
the series it selects for its consideration. In all the less
controversial fields like the study of cacti or termites or
the nature of nebulæ, the necessary method of study is to
group the relevant material and to take note of all possible variant forms and conditions. In this way we have

learned all that we know of the laws of astronomy, ot of

the habits of the social insects, let us say. It is only in the
study of man himself that the major social sciences have
substituted the study of one local variation, that of Western civilization.

Anthropology was by definition impossible as long as
these distinctions between ourselves and the primitive,
ourselves and the barbarian, ourselves and the pagan, held

sway over people's minds. It was necessary first to arrive

at that degree of sophistication where we no longer set
our own belief over against our neighbour's superstition.
It was necessary to recognize that these institutions which
are based on the same premises, let us say the supernatural,
must be considered together, our own among the rest.

In the first half of the nineteenth century this elementary postulate of anthropology could not occur to the most

enlightened person of Western civilization. Man, all down
his history, has defended his uniqueness like a point of

honour. In Copernicus’ time this claim to supremacy was
so inclusive that it took in even the earth on which we

live, and the fourteenth century refused with passion to
have this planet subordinated to a place in the solar

scheme. By Darwin’s time, having granted the solar system to the enemy, man fought with all the weapons at his

command for the uniqueness of the soul, an unknowable
attribute given by God to man in such a manner that it

